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United airlines company analysis

Factor analysis is the process by which many variables are identified for a particular topic, such as why consumers buy mobile phones. Factor analysis, after summarizing all the variables that go into consumer choice, then tries to identify some factors that are critical to the purchase, with the resulting factors used in the marketing of
mobile phones. The same analysis can be used in virtual any business. Insurance companies that issue car policies must defend their policyholders if they are guilty of car accidents. One type of injury possibly caused by car accidents is closed head injuries. These injuries can prove to be very costly for insurance companies, and
companies use factor analysis as a way to reduce payments, according to Judith F. Tartaglia, a lawyer who is co-author of a study on factors that can be used by insurance companies. One factor is to determine that the head injury is not caused by an accident, but by a pre-existing condition. Focusing on this factor can be of great benefit
to the insurance company. Outsource2India, an outsourcing solution company, provides a good example through factor analysis by a financial institution for business home loans. Because the customer has so many opportunities with good credit, the analysis of the factors would correspond to the list of variables that determine which
financial institution the customer would choose for his loan. After completing this list, the analysis will determine the appropriate factors — a smaller list — that really determine the choice. Once a financial institution has examined these factors, it could continue to market its products on the basis of these factors. In a 1997 article by
Professor Emeritus Richard B. Darlington of Cornell University titled Factor Analysis, the automotive industry was used as an example of a company that could benefit from factor analysis. The study could identify many variables that go into the purchase of cars, from prices, options, cellphone, and many other items. The analysis will then
condense the variables on some of the factors that really determine the purchase. Once these factors have been identified, then the seller could adjust their marketing approach to these factors. No way you look at it, it's not fun to have an airline in 2020. United Airlines Holdings (UAL) reported third quarter earnings last week, and
surprisingly none, the results were pretty dismal. Revenue came in at $2.49 billion, a year-over-year decline of 78.1% and a lack of estimates of $50 million. Non-GAAP EPS – $8.16 also came below Street forecasts on the $0.61.On the plus side because of aggressive cost cuts, the company managed to meet its Q3$25 million daily cash
burn target, improving by 38% in the June quarter to $40 million per day in a spill. Looking to the future, management said continuously improves and expects a 10-point consecutive increase in demand in the December quarter. However, demand is significantly lower than last year and UAL is expected to operate 55% below 4Q19. The
company currently expects a 67% drop in revenue compared to the year in the 4th quarter. United saw out Q3 with $19.4 billion in total available liquidity (despite the $2.3 billion UAL hopes to provide under the Cares Act Loan Program). The figure is above the initial target of increasing liquidity to $18 billion by the end of the quarter and
more than the $15.2 billion it was on July 20 when it announced Q2 results. Deutsche Bank analyst Michael Linenberg, money burn and liquidity metrics continue to be a sign of improvement. While the analyst believes the company is starting to see light at the end of a very long tunnel, current macro conditions make it difficult to predict
the UAL trajectory. We are extending our full year loss per share from $25.00 to $26.65 due to sep q loss, which was 11% broader than our forecast (we readily admit that forecasting airline results during a global pandemic is one of the more challenging challenges we've addressed as a sell-side analyst) and to reflect higher interest rates
in Dec Q. We are modeling United's cash burn averaged $18 million per quarter or 15% better than it was in the September quarter , Linenberg commented. Despite the results, Linenberg remains constructive about the name and repeated Buy's rating of UAL shares, along with a $54 price target. This figure means 58%. (To watch
Linenberg's accomplishments, click here) All considering UAL's prospects, the rest of the analyst community's view is a mixed bag. Based on 5 Buy, 6 Holds and 1 Sell, the stock qualifies for a moderate buying consensus rating. With an average price target of $42.71, Street is down 20% next year. (See UAL inventory analysis tipranks)
To find good ideas for stock trading for attractive valuations, visit TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all of TipRanks's own insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are just those featured by the analyst. The content is for informational use only. It is very important to carry out your analysis
before making any investments. Investor's Business DailyFutures grew as President Trump signed an incentive deal. Elon Musk said Tesla is close to a historic milestone. Apple stock flashes buy sign. Earlier this year Berkshire Hathaway threw his heavyweight title behind Barrick Gold with an investment that flew in the face of Warren
Buffett's longtime aversion to gold. The news was ground shaking in the gold market, one strategist said at the time. This week will mark the last calendar year 2020, it will be shortened again on weekends. Stock and bond markets in the US will close all day on Friday, observing New Year's Day. (Bloomberg) — Alibaba Group Holding Ltd
raised the proposed share buyback program by $4 billion to $10 billion, offering more support for its battered shares. China's e-commerce leader said Monday its board has pledged to increase the program, which is in force for two years until the end of 2022. It had begun repurchase shares this quarter. Alibaba's stock is down about 30%
from its 2020 peak, battered by a deepening scrutiny of the giant Chinese Internet industry and possible monopolistic practices to crown the jewel of billionaire Jack Ma's Internet empire. On Sunday, Chinese regulators ordered Ma's other online titan, Ant Group Co., to return to its roots as a provider of payment services, threatening to
throttle the growth of its lucrative businesses in consumer loans and property management. Read more: Jack Ma Goes Quiet After Ant Group Spectacular UndoingTo get more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Analysts favor
companies that supply EV manufacturers or develop technology to support infrastructure and autonomous driving.* This weekend Barron's cover story offers six travel and leisure stock cērki on rebound demand. * Other featured articles examine China's crackdown on tech giants, the iPhone maker's interest in cars, and how Barron's 2020
stock picks have fared. * Also prospects for semiconductor giant, airline stocks, swimming pool stock and more. Cover story Try These 6 Travel and Leisure Stocks play a vaccine-driven rebound request with Lawrence C. Strauss pointing out that the COVID-19 vaccine rollout will boost some businesses and industries faster than others.
Cruise stocks such as Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (NYSE: RCL), lodging and casino stocks such as MGM Resorts International (NYSE: MGM) and others are in for tears. Daren Foundation's 5 Airline Stocks, which could cruise even higher, suggests that airline stocks have climbed as vaccines lifted expectations and they no longer
trade. Some stocks look appealing, however. See if American Airlines Group Inc. (NASDAQ: AAL) and Southwest Airlines Co. (NYSE: LUV) are worth checking out now. In China's crackdown on Alibaba, possibly not to stop There, Al Root and Liz Moyer point out that Beijing is targeting e-commerce giant Alibaba Group Holding Ltd.
(NYSE: BABA) and its co-founder. Regulators are likely to go after other companies. The widespread shutdown of indoor dining weighs heavily on Yelp Inc. (NYSE: YELP) in 2020. So call out to Yelp: A Reopening Play That's Cheap by Eric J. Savitz. However, the online recommendation site is growing its home and local service
business. Learn how it is rebound next year. In Teresa Rivas and Al Root's This Swimming-Pool Stock Got a Covid Boost. It's still a buy, the thing is that consumers who installed swimming pools during a pandemic will have to pay to keep them for years to come. This is good news for Pool Corporation (NASDAQ: POOL), which distributes
swimming pool accessories, equipment and related recreational products. What Apple would like from the Auto Market with Eric J. Savitz suggests that while speculation that Apple Inc. (NASDAQ: AAPL) could launch autonomous cars as soon as 2024 was the market abuzz this past week, the consumer electronics giant's interest is more
likely to be a service to Internet cars. See also: Benzinga's Bulls and Bears Christmas Week: Airbnb, Apple, Netflix, Nike, Tesla and MoreConnected fitness are all the rage, but stock prices for Apple, Peloton Interactive Inc. (NASDAQ: PTON) and others are plump, according to Jack Hough's Fitness Stocks, which can get their portfolio
shape. Check out the alternatives featured in this article, and see if Planet Fitness Inc. (NYSE: PLNT) made the cut. In Here's How Barron's Stock Picks Did 2020, Ben Levisohn argues that this year was not the easiest to select stocks or direction in the market. One big mistake overshadowed Barron's calls. Was it McDonald's Corp.
(NYSE: MCD)? Starbucks Corporation (NASDAQ: SBUX)? Target Corporation (NYSE: TGT)? Max A. Cherney's Intel Was Rough in 2020. Next year isn't Looking Much Better ponders why, unlike many of its competitors, Intel Corporation (NASDAQ: INTC) stocks have had a lousy year. It was one of the worst stocks in the Dow Jones
industrial average, but gains in other chip stocks remain a theme during the pandemic. Also this week's Barron's: * How small caps are too hot * Barron's annual forecasting challenge * What strength the Chinese currency means in the United States * Should low-yield ESG bonds be deterring investors * Why the initial public offer will
remain stable in 2021 * Whether the Federal Reserve is to blame for today's low rates * What's the end of a pandemic investing funds for investors * Is the value of the stock rebound being head fake * What is fueling the recovery of luxury spirits * the fate of the pandemic relief bill * How Wall Street has responded to the historical hackAt
during this writing , the author did not have a position in those shares. Keep up with all the latest breaking news and marketing ideas by following Benzinga on Twitter.Photo from Pixabay. See more of Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Notable Insider buys weekly Christmas: Foot Locker, GameStop, NetApp and
more * Benzinga's Bulls and Bears christmas week: Airbnb, Apple, Netflix, Nike Tesla, and More (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights bad news: - Other than the expected social security (about $1,300/month, if I wait until the full retirement age, $1,200/month if I retire at 65), I don't have a
pension or other income stream. - I don't have an impressive job RESUME that could lead to lucrative employment in retirement. Is there any way I can make $500,000 savings lately, especially given the abysmally low interest rate environment? It will definitely be something to celebrate, and that you have already figured out what your
retirement income will be a great start. Americans may receive survivors' benefits in certain cases, including if they are widowed or widowed who are 60 years of age or older; divorced spouse from a marriage of 10 years who was not remarried before the age of 60; or widower of any age caring for the deceased's child under the age of
16. The spousal benefits can be very confusing, said Kate Gregory, financial planner and president of Gregory Advisors Inc. As a spouse, you are entitled to 50% of your husband's primary insurance benefits that he'd get at his full retirement age (FRA, which in his case is 66 years), but he must submit for his benefits before you can do
so. With the 2020 law down, there's a growing belief that 2021 will be a year of growth for the stock markets. The US elections have returned a divided government, from which there could be no broad majority or broad support needed to implement large-scale reform legislation from the right or left, and which generally promises the
economy well. COVID vaccines are entering distribution, and while new anti-virus lockdowns are also getting fixed in place, there's a feeling that the end of a pandemic may be near. According to the analyst community, some words reflect the serious growth of the game. These are stocks that have already inseered impressive gains from
year to date and are ready to see growth keep on coming up after 2020 wraps up.   With this in mind, we used the TipRanks database to scan street tickers that fall into this category. Locking in on the three in particular, analysts believe that every word that also happens to boast of a Strong Buy consensus rating can keep the rally alive in
2021.  SunOpta (STKL) The first item on this growth list is health snack company, SunOpta. The company's product line includes herbal drinks, fruit-based snacks, broth and supplies, tea, sunflower and roasted snacks. The company sells through a private label and distribution of co-production, as well as through food service
establishments. SunOpta boasts a market cap of $962 million, after a year of stunning stock price increases. Stocks are up an impressive 328% this year, far above the general markets. The company's Q3 revenue came in at $314.9 million, a 6.4% year-over-year profit. EPS with a net loss of 1 cent was 2 cent losses expected – and
much better than the 11-cent loss reported a year ago. The company's solid performance has attracted the attention of Craig-Hallum analyst Alex Fuhrman. Analyst rates stkl buy along with $15 price target. This figure means that one year is upwards by 40% of the current level. (To watch Fuhrman's achievements, click here) In support of
his position, Fuhrman wrote: We believe that the company's focus on high-value herbal foods and beverages should command a premium assessment with options upside to to estimate how the economy recovers from COVID. To a large extent Fuhrman's optimism is based on the SunOpta niche. The analyst noted: We expect plant-
based food stocks to command premium valuations for other food companies in the near future, given faster growth trends and overwhelming environmental benefits. With only $4.5B in sales today, plant-based products represent less than 1% of the $695B grocery market, but it's easy to imagine it represents a double-digit share of
grocery sales over time. Wall Street doesn't always come together for consensus, but in this case, it does. SunOpta's Strong Buy analyst consensus rating is unanimous based on 3 Buy reviews. The stock sells for $10.70, and with an average price target of $15, SunOpta has a future growth potential of 40%. (See STKL stock analysis
tipRanks) Green Brick Partners (GRBK) One bright spot in the economy over the past year is the home construction industry. As people moved out of towns to avoid COVID, they went to the suburbs and exurbs – and that increased the demand for single-family homes. Green Brick is a land development and home acquisition company
based in Texas. The company invests in real estate, mainly land, and then provides land and construction financing for development projects. The spread of the suburbs - not only in this COVID year, but as a general trend, is good for Green Brick. The company's Q3 revenue was $275.8 million, the best in over a year, beating the forecast
by 20% and rising 31% over the years. THE EPS was also strong; Q3's value, 68 cents, was 54% above expectations, and more than twice the year's value. Green Brick's share price is rising in general with the company's financial outlook. This year GRBK has gained 111%. In his coverage of this stock, JMP analyst Aaron Hecht noted:
[We] expect GRBK to capitalize on the trend of apartment tenants switching to single-family home security and changing dynamics caused by more employee telecommuting. The most important cohort shift in the buyer's pool is millennials who have come down from the edge to buy a home, a trend that we believe is several years on the
runway. The trend in millennia demand has increased in the GRBK case due to its oversized exposure to markets such as Texas &amp; Atlanta, which is beneficiaries of net aid from coastal geographical areas at a high price. To this end, Hecht rates GRBK outperforms (i.e. Buy) and his price target of $30 means upside down ~23% for
the next 12 months. (To watch Hecht's song results, click here) Although not unanimous, strong buy consensus rating for Green Brick is decisive, with a 3 to 1 breakdown of Buy against Hold. The average price target of $27.5 gives a 12.5% upside potential of $24.45 from the current stock price. (See GRBK inventory analysis tipRanks)
Brightcove, Inc. (BCOV) Shifting gears in the software industry, we come to Brightcove, a Boston-based software company. Brightcove offers a variety of video platform products, including cloud-based hosting and social and interactive add-ons. The company is a leader in the supply and monetization of cloud online video solutions. The
strength of such a business model in these days of pandemic, with their massive shift of white-collar workers to remote offices, telecommuting, and video conferencing, is evident. Brightcove's earnings hit 11 cents per share in Q3, almost double the year-ago quarter. At the top of the line, revenues are stable, holding between $46 million
and $48 million in the quarter of 2020, with no permanable COVID impact. Shares in Brightcove have been going up the steps all year, after a slight blip last winter. The pace has accelerated since the end of July, after Q2 results were released, and stocks are now up 103% by 2020. General macro headwinds are turning into video niche
tailwinds, as noted by Northland Capital analyst Michael Latimore. We believe that market tailwind, BCOV's leading technology platform, and strong sales performance are driving strong bookings. We believe that the strength of sales is with full productivity. BCOV will add more channel managers this year. Management is focused on
process improvements to achieve consistency in revenue retention rates, a 5-star analyst noted. Latimore rates the stock as outperforms (i.e. Buy) and his $24 price target points to confidence 36% upside for the year ahead. (To watch Latimore's achievements, click here) Over the past 3 months, two other analysts have thrown a hat at
the sight of the video technology company. Two additional Buy ratings provide Brightcove with a Strong Buy consensus rating. With an average price target of $20.17, investors are standing to take home a 14% return if the target is reached over the next few months. (See BCOV stock analysis tipranks) To find good ideas for growth
stocks to trade attractive reviews, visit TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a recently launched tool that combines all of TipRanks's own insights. Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article are only those featured by analysts. The content is for informational use only. It is very important to carry out your analysis before means light radar. It
emits lasers and measures distance, determining how quickly lasers return to their origin after hitting objects. According to Wired, because lidar sees much more detail than radar, it could do... vehicles capable of driving sufficiently without this constant supervision. This probably explains why lidar is now considered an essential
component of autonomous vehicles and lidar stocks are getting attention. And with many automakers, including Ford (NYSE: F), GM (NYSE: GM), BMW (OTC: BMWYY), and Honda (NYSE: HMC), intensely eager to roll out autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles, lidar is becoming increasingly lucrative. In addition, pointing out that
major car equipment manufacturers Bosch and Valeo (OTC: VLEEY) began to develop lidar, arsTechnica recently proclaimed, Lidar sensors are about to become the main auto function. Research firm Lucintel said lidar has been using blind spot detection, adaptive cruise control, parking assistance and pedestrian detection systems. The
expected revenues for the automotive discovery and initial sensor market will be 17 % annual growth rate between 2019 and 2025. In the industry, the popularity of lidar is expanding faster than average, the firm announced. InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock Advice &amp;amp; Trading Type 7 undervalued shares that could soar
in 2021 These lidar stocks are extremely well positioned for this trend: Collective Growth Corp. (NASDAQ: CGRO). Valeo (OCTMKTS: VLEEY). Bicycle (NASDAQ:VLDR). Collective Growth Corp. (CGRO) Source: Shutterstock Collective Growth Corp. is a special purpose acquisition company that plans to merge with Israel's Innoviz
Technologies, which develops lidar sensors. Among the start-up investors are two huge auto equipment companies, Magna (NYSE: MGA) and Aptiv (NYSE: APTV). Another investor is Softbank (OTC: SFTBY), a huge Japanese investment bank. Innoviz agreed to sell its lidar BMW for use in its 2021 SUV. Importantly, Innoviz recently
announced that it released a cheaper lidar system more likely for mass market cars. Indeed, the company claims that its technology is some of the most cost-effective car manufacturers on the market, according to Yahoo Finance. Innoviz forecasts a gross margin of 52% in 2025 and its operating margin will reach 31%. CGRO's stock is
expected to be at USD 1,4 billion after the merger. This will make Innoviz one of the cheaper lidar plays. A combination of top-notch customer, huge investors, affordable products and relatively low ratings make Collective Growth/Innoviz one of the best lidar stocks to buy. Valeo (VLEEY) Source: Shutterstock French auto-equipment
company Valeo is reportedly the only company in the automotive world that is mass-produced lidar sensors.  Valeo plans to produce 1 billion sensors over the next five years. In addition, four of the world's leading car makers have already signed trade agreements for it and Valeo's order book is now almost half a billion euros. Like Innoviz,
Valeo says it developed a relatively affordable lidar. Meanwhile, in response to rising auto demand, Moody recently predicted that European parts manufacturers will report 11%-12% top-line growth next year. Their EBITDA margin will be 6.2%, compared with 6.9% in 2019. And the company identifies Valeo as the main beneficiary of the
distribution of electric vehicles on the continent. 7 Undervalued stocks that could soar in 2021, Valeo traded at an affordable futures price-to-profit ratio of just over 20 and a paltry price-sale ratio of 0.39. This is a lidar stock listing because it seems to be a good increase at a reasonable price (GARP). Velodyne Lidar (VLDR) Source:
Shutterstock As I noted in a recent column, Velodyne recently announced that it would recall a new lidar sensor called the H800 that it will look to sell for $500. As a result, I said: The H800 will definitely be cheap enough to add all the high end cars and the most mid-range ones. And Highways Today praised the H800 for its outstanding
detection capability. In addition, Ford's European commercial vehicle unit said it would use the H800. Velodyne expects the top line this year at $100 million. In addition, Velodyne has a close, progressive partnership with Ford, China's Baidu (NASDAQ: BIDU) and Hyundai Mobis. In addition, VLDR stocks are less risky than non-diversified
car manufacturers. The bicycle is developing sensors for autonomous robots. In fact, Velabit, its 3D lidar sensor for robots, was recently named the winner of the 2020 Innovation Award by Silicon Valley Robotics. It has a range of 100 meters, costs only $100, and can include drones and vehicles. The company is trading with a market
capitalization of $3.4 billion. VLDR stocks are relatively inexpensive for the company, which is arguably the first initiator of the fast-growing lidar space. On the day of publication, Larry Ramer took a long position in Velodine.  Larry has been conducting research and written articles on U.S. stocks for 13 years. He has been employed by Fly
and Israel's largest business newspaper, Globes. Among his highly successful contrarian ceds are solar stocks, Roku, and Snap. You can reach him at StockTwits @larryramer. Larry started writing columns at InvestorPlace in 2015. More from InvestorPlace Why everyone is investing in 5G All WRONG Top Stock Picker reveals their next
1000% Winner Radical New Battery could be dismantled in oil markets post 3 Lidar Stocks buy autonomous Driving appeared first in InvestorPlace.Investor's Business DailyThe best technology stocks to buy and watch are strong price performers with healthy fundamentals thanks to new or a service that drives growth. Chris Harvey,
Wells Fargo Securities Head of Equity Strategy, talked about how Tesla's recent inclusion in the S&amp;Amp; P 500 recalls the last days of the dot-com bubble. I can easily live on a $60,000 budget (including taxes), but often it's less than that. Health insurance is probably one of the most important - if not the most important - rewards you
will need to take before you leave your job. New retirees are like recent college graduates – they're the same after years in the same routine, and they have to find a new way to follow. This type of retiree ventures into the unknown, taking on a new job they've never done before. (Bloomberg) - Two months ago, global investors including
Warburg Pincus, Carlyle, Temasek and GIC were on the cusp of a massive windfall from what would have been the world's largest initial public offering. Now, returning the hundreds of millions of dollars they invested with Ant Group Co. have been threatened. On Sunday, China ordered Ant to review its fintech companies — covering from
wealth management to consumer credit lending and insurance — and to return to its roots as a payment service. Although the central bank's statement was brief on the specifics, it poses a serious threat to the growth and most lucrative operations of billionaire Jack Ma's online financial empire. Regulators stopped short of asking directly
for the collapse of the company, however, stressed the importance of Ant understanding the need to rework its business and made it come up with a plan and timetable as soon as possible. Authorities also berated Ant for sub-par corporate governance, slag compliance with regulatory requirements, and engaging in regulatory arbitrage.
The central bank said Ant is using its dominance to exclude rivals, hurting the interests of its hundreds of millions of consumers. Ant said in response that it will set up a special team to meet regulators' requirements. It will continue to do business for users, given that prices for consumers and financial partners will not increase, while at the
same time increasing risk control. Hangzhou company must unalthigate a separate financial holding company in order to comply with the rules and ensure that it has sufficient capital and is accompanied by a regulator. Here are some scenarios from investors and analysts on how restructuring might look: MildOptimists say regulators are
only re-asserting their right to oversee the country's financial sector by sending a warning to Internet companies without the intention of radical change. Beijing might try to make an example of Ma's Ant, the largest among a raft of new but pervasive fintech platforms. Past crackdowns of this kind have dealt with short-term blows to
companies, leaving them mostly unsoind. Social media giant Tencent Holdings Ltd., for example an important campaign objective to dependence among children in 2018. While those shares were hit, they eventually recovered to all-time highs. Ant's affiliate, Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., similarly regained the trust of investors after a short



sell-off after accusations by authorities about everything from unfairly squeezing traders to turning a blind eye to fakes on their e-commerce platform. I don't think regulators think of breaking ant because no fintech company in China has a monopoly, said Zhang Kai, an analyst at market research firm Analysys Ltd. act is not only targeting
Ant, but also sending out a warning to other Chinese fintech companies. Some believe this is an option for Ant. With the industry as a whole facing tighter oversight, Ant has more resources to deal with the challenges as an industry leader, said Zhang.BadA a more troubling outcome would be if regulators moved to upset Ant Group. This
would complicate the shareholder structure and harm the company's fastest growing companies. Valued at about $315 billion before its initial public offering was halted, Ant corralled investments from the world's largest funds. Among them: Warburg Pincus LLC, Carlyle Group Inc., Silver Lake Management LLC, Temasek Holdings Pte
and GIC Pte.The global investors supported the company when it was valued at approximately $150 billion in its last fundraising round in 2018. The collapse would make profits from their investments uncertain, with the timing of the IPO that was due in November now pushed into the distant future. The government could ask Ant to spin
off its more lucrative operations in property management, loan loans and insurance, landing them at a financial holding company that will face tougher scrutiny. The new reality is Chinese regulators are adopting similar regulations against banks and fintech players, said Michael Norris, research and strategy manager at Shanghai-based
consulting agency China.Ant's payment business alone leaves much less imagination. Although the service handles $17 trillion of transactions in one year, online payments are largely loss-making. The two largest mobile payment operators, Ant and Tencent, have heavily subsidized companies by using them as gateways to win over
users. To make money, they leverage payment services to cross-border sell products including property management and credit loans. Ant's growth potential will be limited by the focus back on its payment services, said Chen Shujin, Hong Kong-based head of Chinese financial research at Jefferies Financial Group Inc. On the continent,
the online payments industry is saturated and Ant's market share pretty much reached its limit. Nightmare The worst case would be for Ant to give up money management, credit and insurance companies by suspending their activities in units that service billions of people. Its investment management business, which includes the Yu'ebao
platform, which sells mutual funds and money market funds, accounted for 15% of revenue. Credit tech, which includes Ant's Huabei and Jiebei units, was the biggest revenue driver for the group, giving 39% of the total in the first six months of this year. It provided loans to around 500 million people. This outcome would be based on the
idea that Chinese leaders have become frustrated with arrogant tech billionaires and want to teach them a lesson in killing off their businesses — even if it means short-term pain to the economy and markets. China's private sector has maintained a delicate relationship with the Communist Party for decades, and has only recently been
recognised as a central part of the country's future. Many commentators have attributed the recent crackdown on fintech companies to remarks Ma made at a conference in October when he decried attempts to curb the burgeoning area as short-sighted and outdated. Among them, Alibaba, Ant and Tencent commanded a combined
market capitalization of nearly $2 trillion in November, surpassing state-owned behemoths such as Industrial &amp; Commercial Bank of China Ltd. as the country's most valuable companies. Alibaba said on Monday it would increase its share buyback to $10 billion from $6 billion. The company's board of directors allowed the programme
to be increased for two years until the end of 2022. It shed more than $200 billion in market value since November, when regulators halted Ant's IPO. Alibaba dropped as much as 5.1% of Hong Kong sales on Monday to its lowest since July.The trio have invested billions of dollars in hundreds of up-and-coming mobile and Internet
companies, gaining kingmaker status in the world's largest smartphone and internet market users. The Communist Party is the end-all and be-all in China. It controls everything, said Alex Capri, a Singapore-based research fellow at the Hinrich Foundation. There is nothing that the Chinese Communist Party does not control and anything
that seems to be gyrating from its orbit in any way is going to get pulled back very quickly, he said, adding we can expect to see more of it. (Updates to Alibaba's stock price) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2020 Bloomberg NKA's well-
known SPAC team is launching a $1.5 billion offer that could be highly anticipated by investors given their history in the space. Spinning Eagle Acquisition Corp.: A new SPAC called Spinning Eagle Acquisition Corp. filed for registration on March 23.THE SPAC is trying to sell 150 million units for $10 each to raise $1.5 billion. Each unit will
include one-fifth of the order to purchase a joint share for $11.50. Insurers will be able to purchase additional 22.5 million units. Common shares will be marketed as SPNG on the Nasdaq and will be available about 52 days after the offer is submitted. Management team: Spinning Eagle Acquisition Corp. is headed by Harry Sloan, Eli
Baker and Jeff Sagansky. Sloan, a former CEO of MGM Film Studio, serves as CEO and Chairman, with Baker acting as president and chief financial officer. Sagansky is a founder investor. The duo of Sloan and Sagansky have partnered in many SPACs over the years, with Baker involved in many of the recent. Sagansky is also part of
the team at Falcon Capital Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: FCAC), SPAC was launched by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin's brother Alan G. Mnuchin.Related Link: Sports Betting ETF Co-founder talks spacs, undervalued Foreign Exchange PlaysPast SPACs: the team behind Spinning Eagle Acquisition Corp. has years of experience in
the SPAC industry, including two recent success stories by Draftking Inc. (NASDAQ: DKNG) and Skillz Inc. (NASDAQ: SKLZ). Flying Eagle Acquisition raised $690 million for the unit, which included one-third of the warrant in January 2020. The company announced its merger with Skillz, valuing the mobile gaming company at $3.5 billion.
Diamond Eagle Acquisition raised $400 million in April 2019 with units that also included a one-third warrant. The company merged with DraftKings in a deal that valued the sports betting company at $2.7 billion. The company also had deals that included Target Logistics, Williams Scotsman, Global Eagle Entertainment and Videocon,
which is now part of Dish TV India.DraftKings is one of the best SPACs of the year with shares trading for $52.11, more than 400% of their $10 offering price. Shares have traded as high as $63.78 this year. Skillz shares trade at $19.02, up 90% from their $10 offer price. Shares have traded as high as $22.73 this year. SPAC Goal: The
new SPAC is aimed at a company that can benefit from the management team. No industry or geographical area has been singled out as a focus, but the application does not mention the management team's experience in the media and entertainment. The team is focused on a company that is in a high growth industry and has revenue
or revenue growth and free cash flow. If the company doesn't find the target company, the plans could include creating a separate blank-checking company, referred to as SpinCo.Benzinga's Take: Given the team's experience with SPACs and recent successes with DraftKings and Skillz, it will be a highly anticipated SPAC offering. Units
and common shares will be highly sought after and could trade at a premium. Given the size of spac, it is one of the biggest offerings in 2020 and could land a huge company. The company's focus on generating revenue and revenue could create a well-known and growing company that investors could well receive. Photo credit: World
Poker Tour, more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga* Need Stocking Stuffer? DraftKings Now Have Sports Betting Gift Cards * New Jersey Sets Monthly Record for Sports Betting: Look At Winners and Why New York Needs to Legalize (C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All
rights reserved. Here are 17 tips on how to make the right financial choices during a tough recovery. How much do you get – and when? What about President Trump's opposition? Buying the Investor's Business Daily Shares is easy, but buying the right stock without time tested strategies is incredibly difficult. So what are the best stocks
to buy now or put on a watchlist? (Bloomberg) - Chinese regulators ordered Jack Ma's online finance titan Ant Group Co. to return to its roots as a provider of payment services, threatening to throttle the growth of its most lucrative businesses in consumer loans and property management. The central bank summoned Ant executives over
the weekend and ordered them to repair the company's lending, insurance and property management services, the People's Bank of China said in a statement Sunday. Although it stopped short of directly asking for the collapse of the company, the central bank stressed that Ant needed to understand the need to rework its business and
come up with a timetable as soon as possible. The Edicts series poses a serious threat to the expansion of ma's online financial empire, which has grown rapidly from PayPal-like operations to the creation of a full set of services over the last 17 years. Before the regulators intervened, Ant was ready for a national listing that would have
valued it at over $300 billion. The Hangzhou-based company is now moving forward by setting up a separate financial holding company to ensure that it has sufficient capital and to protect personal private data, the central bank said. This is the culmination of a series of rules and determines the direction Ant's business goes forward, said
Zhang Xiaoxi, a Beijing-based analyst at Gavekal Dragonomics. We haven't seen a clear indication of collapse yet. Ant is a giant player in the world, and any collapse should be cautious. Authorities also blasted Ant for sub-par corporate governance, slag against regulatory requirements, and engaging in regulatory arbitrage. The central
bank said Ant is using its dominance to exclude rivals, hurting the interests of its hundreds of millions of consumers. China last week stepped up its scrutiny of the twin pillars of billionaire Ma's Internet field when it also kicked off an investigation into the alleged monopolistic practices of Ant affiliate Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. The e-
commerce company's U.S.-listed shares fell the most ever on the news probe. The state administration sent investigators to Alibaba on Thursday and on the spot was completed the day, according to a Saturday report posted on a news app run by Zhejiang Daily. The report cites an unnamed official from the local market regulation
watchdog in Zhejiang province, where Alibaba is based. Ant said in a statement on Sunday that it will set up a special team to set up proposals and schedule for the overhaul. It will keep business users, vowing to keep costs for consumers and financial partners unchanged while reinforcing risk controls. Pressure on ma is key to a broader
effort to curb the increasingly influential internet field. Once hailed as the driving force behind economic prosperity and symbols of the country's technological advances, empires built by Ma, Tencent Holdings Ltd. Chairman, Pony Ma Huateng, and other tycoons are now scrutinised after amassing hundreds of millions of users and gaining
influence over almost every aspect of everyday life China.Ma's own empire is in crisis mode. As of early December, under Ant under regulatory control, a man most closely identified with the meteoric rise of China Inc. recommended that the government stay in the country, a person familiar with the matter has said. Alibaba has shed more
than $200 billion in market value since November, when regulators torpedoed what would be a record $35 billion Ant debut. Alibaba CEO Daniel Zhang said at a meeting with local regulators on Friday that the company will only prosper in the future, following rules, state-backed China News Service reported. Ant's top executives are part
of a team that already has almost daily interactions with watchdogs. Meanwhile, regulators, including the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission, are weighing which companies Ant should be re-controlled to take into account the risks it poses to the economy, officials with knowledge of the issue have said. They haven't
settled on whether to split up their different operating lines, split its online and offline services, or continue another path altogether. Ant's backers include Warburg Pincus LLC, Carlyle Group Inc. Silver Lake Management LLC, Temasek Holdings Pte and GIC Pte.Read more: Jack Ma Goes Quiet After Ant Group's Spectacular Undoing Ant
growth potential will be limited by the focus back on its payment services, said Shujin Chen, Hong Kong-based head of Chinese financial research at Jefferies Financial Group Inc. On the continent, the online payments industry is saturated and Ant's market share pretty much reached its limit. (Updates by Ant investors at the penultimate
point) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.P.
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